


Cakes always accompany our happy moments and
they delight a soul when they are o�ered to it.
At Natural, we are a team and our goal is to multiply
the smiles with every cake we create, with great care
and with carefully chosen ingredients.



Tiramisu01
This cake was inspired by the famous Italian dessert with the same name.
Using its well-loved characteristics, we created our own version, as any
passionate confectioner would do. In order to get the right taste, we used
three layers of soaked sponge cake with vanilla flavor and we added
two other layers of instant co�ee cream. To add the finishing touches,
we dusted our dessert with powdered sugar and cocoa.

200 g, 300 g, 600 g
Weight

10, 6, 10
Pieces/box

100, 100, 32
Boxes/pallet

1 2



Lemon taste
fine cake02

200 g, 300 g, 600 g
Weight

10, 6, 10
Pieces/box

100, 100, 32
Boxes/pallet

1 2

Whenever you need a cake, choose one that makes you happy. And this is
our cake with a delicate taste of lemon which can be the star of any party
or it may o�er you the perfect time. Our delicate and soaked dessert is
made of three layers of soft sponge cake and two layers of lemon-flavored
cream, dusted with powdered sugar, and it brings sunshine to whoever
tastes it.



As there always have been two sides, one of those who love everything
containing cocoa and the other one, those who love vanilla, we drew the
conclusion that we have to reconcile them with one cake.
We celebrated the union of cocoa and vanilla in a soft soaked sponge cake,
with a lot of cocoa and we completed with a cream flavored with butter
and vanilla. On top, we sprinkled flakes of cocoa glaze.
The success of this cake is confirmed with every bite.

Vanilla flavoured
cake with cocoa03

200 g, 300 g
Weight

10, 6
Pieces/box

100, 100
Boxes/pallet

1 2



Dessert tasters inspired us, and most of them are attached to chocolate
taste. So we created a cake that satisfies the craving for chocolate being,
at the same time, light and decadent, with three layers of cocoa sponge
cake, two inner layers and a superior one with chocolate cream, decorated
with grated dark chocolate. You will never fail if you propose this dessert
for any event.

Chocolate taste
cream fine cake04

200 g, 300 g, 600 g
Weight

10, 6, 10
Pieces/box

100, 100, 32
Boxes/pallet

1 2



It is specially made for those who love as much our lemon cakes as
tiramisu. Half of it is a delicate cake with three layers of lightly soaked
sponge cake with vanilla flavor and two layers of lemon-flavored cream,
dusted with powdered sugar. The other half is with three layers of soaked
sponge cake with vanilla flavor, completed with two layers of instant
co�ee cream, dusted with powdered sugar and cocoa.

Domino cake05

200 g, 300 g, 600 g
Weight

10, 6, 10
Pieces/box

100, 100, 32
Boxes/pallet

1 2



For the moments when you want a dessert or a snack with di�erent
textures, our cream rolls are perfect. A classic, light pu� pastry rolled and
filled with vanilla cream, dusted with powdered sugar, is a delicious choice
for any event or to finish your meal. This dessert is a happy combination
between two textures: crunchy and delicate.

Pastry roll with vanilla
flavoured cream06

175 g, 350 g
Weight

9, 6
Pieces/box

100, 80
Boxes/pallet

1 2



Ambassador cake07
Our research to make the dessert which weaves several preferences
reached its happy end: the Ambassador cake. This cake reminds of summer
and is good for any moment when you need a dessert to deliciously
complete. The vanilla-flavored sponge cake was soaked and chosen to link
the layer of vanilla-flavored cream to the layer of apricot paste and it was
sprinkled with powdered sugar.

200 g, 300 g
Weight

10, 6
Pieces/box

100, 100
Boxes/pallet

1 2



08

200 g, 300 g
Weight

10, 6
Pieces/box

100, 100
Boxes/pallet

1 2

A light, tasty and good-looking dessert that reminds you of the homemade
cakes carefully prepared for the impatient tasters craving for something
sweet. For the simple presence of this cake to sharpen tastes, we made
cocoa sponge cake, we sliced it in three layers, then we put some sweet
syrup and we added two layers of milk flavored cake and a top layer
decorated with a rain of dark chocolate.

Milk taste cream
fine cake



As its name suggests, this dessert was created thinking of the happy
moments accompanied by the homemade cakes. When it’s dessert time,
we propose this cake made of two layers: one of instant co�ee cream,
soaked cocoa sponge cake, glazed with dark chocolate and one with vanilla
cream, soaked vanilla-flavored sponge cake, decorated with peanuts.

Acasă cake09

200 g, 300 g, 600 g
Weight

10, 6, 10
Pieces/box

100, 100, 32
Boxes/pallet

1 2



We can feel again the flavor of our childhood on our palate each time
we eat mosaic cake. It is a well-known recipe and we put few details
to add a personal touch to this dessert that can complete our meal or
be a snack in a break. We mixed equal quantities of biscuits, Turkish
Delight, cocoa and raisins, which could not miss to complete the taste. 

Biscuits salami with
Turkish Delight and
raisins

10

80 g, 300 g
Weight

15, 9
Pieces/box

320, 102
Boxes/pallet

1 2



These wonderful cookies which turn any break into a sweet moment,
are perfect everywhere you go and it is recommended to share them
with the people you love. Between two layers of soft batter, we put
assorted jam made of all worthy fruits and we sprinkled powdered sugar.
If you want to spoil the people you have around you or to have them only
for yourself, these cookies are a delicious surprise.

Sandwich cookies
with assorted jam11

300 g
Weight

10
Pieces/box

100
Boxes/pallet

1 2



If you have ever thought of choosing your favorite cookies, the apricot
cookies should be you first choice. The essence of the summer sun is
captured in the delicate apricot paste and enhanced by the soft batter,
carefully made by experienced confectioners. The finishing touch is
brought by the powdered sugar sprinkled with love. Each cookie is a
moment of comfort and relaxation.

Sandwich cookies
with apricot paste12

300 g
Weight

10
Pieces/box

100
Boxes/pallet

1 2



Whenever you really feel like eating something sweet, the reward consists
in these perfect cookies. They perfectly mingle the chocolate fondant
which is the essence of sweet you need and the soft and tasty batter,
making the perfect portion of happiness. It looks like a mini sandwich
and it is decorated with chocolate glaze for a complete experience when
you taste it.

Sandwich cookies
with fondant cream13

300 g
Weight

10
Pieces/box

100
Boxes/pallet

1 2



Milk biscuits14

300 g
Weight

6
Pieces/box

100
Boxes/pallet

1 2

The essence of the milk taste was o�ered to these lovely biscuits so
you can enjoy them when you want a light and delicious snack.
The biscuits are made of soft batter, with milk flavor, have a beautiful
shape and are powdered with sugar. They can match perfectly
with a glass of milk or a cup of tea, and you can have a moment of
relaxation in the morning or in the afternoon.



Shortbread cookies
with raisins and
butter taste

15

300 g
Weight

6
Pieces/box

100
Boxes/pallet

1 2

They are an extraordinary snack with an appetizing look given by the
carefully chosen raisins. The raisin cookies are much loved for the
texture of the soft batter and for the sweet flavor of butter.
They are good wherever you go, you can have them close to you to
taste them when you need a sweet break or when you are hungry.
They are always a joy for the eyes and the taste and the people with
delicate preferences are never disappointed.
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